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ABSTRACT

Melanocytes possess the unique enzyme* tyrosinase, which 

may make pigmented cells specifically susceptible to novel 

chemotherapeutic intefventiono As a result of studies which 

indicated that derivitives of L-DOPA were specifically toxic to 

pigmented cells in vitro, dopamine (DA) was assessed for its 

effects oh melanocyte growth using a clonogenic cell assay» DA at 

5 o0 , 1 0 o0 , and 2 0 , 0  yg/ml strongly inhibited colony growth of 

cells from three mouse melanoma lines, each of which possessed 

different phenotypic levels of basal tyrosinase activity and 

melanin content, The similar inhibition observed for each cell 

line, and the observation that DA was autoxidizing into 

potentially toxic metabolites suggested that the mechanism of 

inhibition of colony formation by DA was not solely due to L-DOPA 

quinones produced by active tyrosinase, Haloperidol, a dopamine 

receptor blocker, was examined for its effects on mouse melanoma 

cells using the clonogenic cell assay. It inhibited colony growth 

of each cell line in a similar manner to DA, These results, and 

indirect evidence that DA is synthesized from tyrosine in 

melanocytes led to the speculation that intracellular dopamine 

type receptors may exist in melanocytes and may accordingly 

modulate melanoma cell growth.

viii



INTRODUCTION

Malignant melanoma is a challenging disease for the 
clinician and a fascinating one for the scientist« Early 

diagnosis and treatment has reduced the number of fatalities from 

this disease, but treatment of advanced melanoma with conventional 

chemotherapy remains poor* The goal of this investigation is to 

develop improved approaches to the chemotherapy of human melanomae

Ideally, chemotherapy should be tumor specific* If the 

proliferating cells have a distinct feature which can be 

manipulated to produce toxicity in those cells, tumor specificity 

may be achievable* Melanocytes possess a unique phenotype which 

should make them particularly suited for novel chemotherapeutic 

interventiono They synthesize, store, and utilize the 

bifunctional oxidative enzyme tyrosinase which catalyzes the 

oxidation of tyrosine to L-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) and 

L-DOPA to DOPA quinone which then polymerizes spontaneously to 

melanin, a biopigment with electron transfer and semiconductor 

properties (9,36)o Recent investigations of the precise features 

of this pathway have shown that it may be possible to 

pharmacologically alter the melanogenic process and induce 

selective melanocyte toxicity.



If melanoma specific chemotherapy is to be developed, any 

agent inducing toxicity must be assessed for efficacy« The 

evaluation can include treatment of a patient with the 

experimental chemotherapy, but in most cases this is not 

possible® Alternatively, excised tumor cells can be tested for 

sensitivity or resistance to the agent in vitro® An in vitro 

technique which has shown great clinical promise as a tool to 

assess drug effects is the clonogenic cell assay (tumor stem cell 

assay) (21,54)®

The term clonogenic cell assay describes a bilayer soft 

agar cell culture technique which measures the proliferative 

growth of a subpopulation of tumor cells called clonogenic cells® 

These are cells which can grow from a single cell into a colony of 

cells in soft agar bilayer® The predictive accuracy of the assay 

suggests that the growth of clonogenic cells may be related to the 

proliferation of putative stem cells in vivo, the primordial 

cells postulated to be the progenitor cells for an entire tumor 

population (7,58,68,69) ® To grow into a tumor, a stem cell must 

therefore not only be able to produce large numbers of 

descendants, but also to self-renew®

The ability of a cell to self-renew is a fundamental 

property of stem cells® The nature of stem cells has been modeled 

theoretically by techniques which demonstrate the capacity of a 

tumor cell to proliferate in artificial conditions®



3

The regeneration of a tumor in situ after subcurative therapys and 

the growth of colonies in either recipient animals or under in 

vitro conditions are examples of thiso

Functionally then, the hilayer agar system allows the 

growth of cells similar to stem cells in reproductive capacity, 

Clonogenicity is a measure of the colony forming capacity of a 

tumor cell population. Measuring and comparing clonogenicity of 

tumor cell populations under a variety of chemotherapeutic and 
control conditions can provide the basis for predicting in vivo 

tumor sensitivity or resistance,

A clonogenic cell can be evaluated for three parameters of 

colony growth. First, the number of colonies produced by a given 

number of individual cells can be determined. This provides an 

estimate of the frequency (cloning efficiency) of clonogenic cells 

in a tumor cell population, and is the most easily measured 

parameter. Cloning efficiency varies in relation to the number of 

cells incubated in each plate. The number of colonies grown 

increases as the cell number per plate ratio increases until a 

plateau is reached. Accurate assessment of cloning efficiency 

requires the number of cells plated to be on the linearly 

increasing portion of the colonies grown per cells plated curve. 

Cells from human melanoma biopsies exhibit a cloning efficiency 

from ,01 to 1,0% of total cells plated (37), and murine melanoma
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cells from established lines show a cloning efficiency of 1 to 

10%o The percent survival of colonies is derived from colony 

countingo This is the mean number of colonies formed from at 

least three identical cell populations exposed to a 

pharmacological agent divided by the mean number of colonies 

counted in at least three identical untreated control cell 

populationso Assessment of sensitivity or resistance to the agent 

is based on this parameter» A dose-response curve with the 

increasing dose of the agent plotted against percent survival is 
generated.

The second parameter of growth is the number of cells 

within an individual colony. Since cell size is fairly 

homogeneous within colonies, this paramter can be measured by 

colony size. This measures the proliferative capacity of the 

clonogenic cell that founded the colony. The nature of tumor cell 

growth assures that significant differences in colony size will be 

observed if differences in proliferative capacity occur after 

exposure to an agent. Colonies are not all absolutely circular, 

therefore the longest chord across the area of the colony is 

measured in microns (p)» Colony size ranges continuously within 

control populations; however, it is convenient to refer to small 

colonies as those which are within the 60-86p diameter range, and 

large colonies as those which are larger than 86y and less than 

149; y .
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Colony number and diameter can be measured by an automated 

colony counter, the Bausch and Lomb Omnicon FAS II image analysis 

system® Detailed coverage of automated image analysis systems is 

not within the scope of this thesis and is available elsewhere 

(30).

The third parameter of clonogenicity is the 

differentiation-governing capacity of the clonogenic cells® The 

state of cellular differentiation is assessed by morphological 

analysis. Differentiation can be defined for the purposes of this 

study, as the initiation of a new, or change in the existing 

biosynthetic processes of a cell® A change in genome expression 

is recognized when a new cellular product appears® The product of 
melanocyte differentiation that will be measured is the active 

tyrosinase enzyme which can be measured by biochemical means (see 

Methods: tyrosinase assay), or indirectly judged by the degree of 

darkness (melanin) in the colonies formed® Undifferentiated cells 

tend to be light or clear, while more differentiated cells contain 

active tyrosinase and become melanotic® Morphological analysis is 

sometimes useful for assessing whether an agent caused increased 

differentiation in normally proliferative cells which can reduce a 

population's cloning efficiency.

The measurement of these three parameters of clonogenicity 

constitutes the basis for investigating pharmacologic mechanisms 

modulating the growth of melanoma stem cells when used with
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biochemical measurements of melanocyte differentiation, such as 

tyrosinase activity® Established cell lines, a homogenous 

clonogenic population of continuously growing cells that express a 

phenotype in a relatively consistent manner are used for these 

type of studies for a number of reasons®

There are some limitations to studying the relative 

clonogenicity of human samples in response to pharmacologic 

agents® Because the need for individual cells is an absolute 

requirement for significant measurement of clonogenicity, the 

disaggregation of cells from an excised tumor presents some 

problems® It is difficult but possible to obtain a population of 

completely individual cells without traumatizing them to the 

extent of effecting clonogenicity® Cell lines are grown in 

monolayer and are not difficult to disperse into a population of 

single cells® The clonogenicity of some human tumor cells may 

normally be modulated by interactions with non-ma 1 ignant tumor 

cells such as macrophages (7)« If these cells are absent in 

vitro, then comparisons of relative clonogenicity could be 

misleading» Another factor which is difficult to control in vitro 

is adequate nutritional support for clinical cell samples®

Tumors arising in different body areas as well as sub-clones from 

each tumor may have subtle differences in nutritional requirements 

for optimum clonogenicity® Thus, for human cell populations,
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utilizing a constant nutritional system can lead to differences in 

clonogenicity based on this factor alone, and can interfere with 

the interpretation of clonogenicity data derived from 

pharmacological manipulation® Established cell lines are 

maintained in a constant, relatively well defined media, and 

colonies are grown in vitro using the same media® This allows 

study of clonogenicity independent of unknown nutritional factors® 

Detailed knowledge of the phenotype of the established 

cell line is another variable that can be anticipated, which is 

not always possible with human tumor cell popultions® In the case 

of mouse melanoma cell lines, the phenotype is expressed by the 

synthesis and activation of the tyrosinase enzyme® I have 

mai three cell lines derived from Cloudman S91 mouse

melanoma, each with a different level of tyrosinase activity® The 

Mel 11a cell line expresses a high level of tyrosinase activity, 

the AM7 line expresses very little active tyrosinase, and the CCL 

line expresses more than the AM7 but much less than the Mel 11a 

line (See Results: Tyrosinase activity)» If the different

phenotypes enable them to metabolize L-DOPA, its analogs, and 

dopamine at different rates, then possible differences in toxicity 

could be observed for cells in each line®

Another useful advantage of using cell lines for in vitro 

tests is that there are large numbers of well-defined cells 

continuously available® This is not the case in clinical studies
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where there is a limited number of cells, and a variety of factors 
increase the probability that cells from each patient will 

respond to various treatments differently* Cell lines generally 

also respond in a more defined fashion to hormonal modulators 

without feedback interactions that might occur in in vivo 

systems* Each melanoma cell line has been shown to respond to 

melanocyte stimulating hormone (MSH) with a cyclic AMP linked 

increase in tyrosinase activity (14)* The continuous supply of 

well*defined cells grown in defined conditions makes the use of 

established cell lines in the clonogenic cell assay a model system 

for helping to define pharmacologic mechanisms of clonogenicity 
modulation*

The primary effect I have studied is the modulation of 

clonogenicity of each melanoma cell line in response to 

pharmacologic agents which are dopamine agonists or antagonists 

that can alter the melanin synthesis pathway* When differences in 

clonogenicity are observed in response to exposure to an agent 

that can cause melanocyte specific toxicity, it is essential to 

attempt to distinguish which of two different events are 

occurring* If the drug induces a cytotoxic effect that is linked 

to the expression of active tyrosinase, then the surviving 

population of cells can contain a greater number of 

undifferentiated, and perhaps more proliferative cells* If the 

drug is not strongly cytotoxic, but affects an internal cellular



mechanism which controls whether active tyrosinase expression or 

cell division occurs, then there can be a shift in the normal 

population balance of proliferative and differentiated cells 

without cytotoxicityo Each of these two events can lead to a 

variety of changes in observed clonogenicity, and if a distinction 

is to be made at all, it is necessary to study the expression of 

active tyrosinase, the melanin synthesis pathway, and the known 

pharmacology of the agents used to alter melanin synthesis* 

Melanocyte morphology, physiology and biochemistry can be 

conveniently divided into two sections: the melanin forming

process and the alteration of this process by use of 

pharmacological agents*



THE SYNTHESIS OF MELANIN

Tyrosinase and Melanosome 

Tyrosinase is a copper-protein complex which occurs widely 

in nature in pigmented cellso It is a bifunctional enzyme, 

possessing tyrosine hydroxylation and DOPA oxidase activity® In 

mammals9 it is predominantly bound to ribosomes, smooth 

intracellular membranes, and in the melanosome, which is the 

sub-cellular, membrane-enclosed organelle where melanin is formed 

almost exclusively (13,27,55)® The accepted theory is that 

tyrosinase is synthesized on ribosomes on small granules, 

transferred via the rough endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi area, 
and assembled into units® Each of these units are surrounded by a 

limiting smooth surface membrane, and thus forms a vesicle® The 

vesicle, or "pre-melanosome" is the first of four stages of 

melanosome maturation® The melanosome then develops a periodic 

filamented matrix, thought to be a protein, upon which the 

synthesized melanin polymers accumulate until the fourth stage of 

melanosome maturation is reached® At this point, the melanosome 

is an electron-dense unit with no discernable structure (13,55) 

(Fig® 1)» It is not known precisely where the tyrosinase 

substrates are metabolized and exactly how the intermediates are

polymerized into melanin within the melanosome®
10



Figure 1.

Schematic Diagram of a Melanocyte With Melanosome Development.

I-IV: Melanosome development stages 
SER: Smooth endoplasmic reticulum 
M: Mitochondria
RER: Rough endoplasmic reticulum 
N : Nucleus
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The Melanin Synthesis Pathway 
Melanin synthesis begins with the oxidation of the amino 

acid tyrosine by tyrosinase,, The initial reaction places a second 

hydroxyl group on the 4 position of the carbon ring to form L- 

DOPA (Fig.. 2a-b)«

The L-DOPA molecule potentially can be metabolized into 

two different molecules* Because the tyrosinase enzyme possesses 

DOPA oxidase activity, it has always been assumed that in 

melanocytes all the L-DOPA formed, or exogenously added, is 

rapidly converted to L-DOPA quinone (Fig* 2c)* This is true to a 

large extent* However, it is well known that other tyrosine 
metabolizing cells, especially dopaminergic neurons have a great 

capacity for decarboxylating L-DOPA to form the neurotransmitter 

and physiological regulator, dopamine*
There is indirect evidence to support the hypothesis that 

dopamine is formed in melanocytes* Melanocytes are derived from 

neural crest cells* The brain tissues derived from the neural 

tube metabolize tyrosine to produce dopamine as a

neurotransmitter* The tyrosine metabolizing system in brain cells 

have two features of interest here* First, these cells produce 

neuromelanin, a melanin very similar to, but not identical to the 

melanin formed by melanocytes (35,43,67)* It was established that
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the enzyme responsible for the hydroxylation of tyrosine to L-DOPA 
in neurons9 tyrosine hydroxylases differs from tyrosinase in some 

respects including pH optimum. Km, substrate specificity, cofactor 

requirements and inhibition characteristics (43)« Tyrosinase 

activity was not observed in the brain, but it was pointed out 

(34) that these as well as similar studies were carried out in 

animals which do not possess pigmented neurons» The conversion of 

tyrosine to dopa and pigment was demonstrated in brains of animals 

such as monkeys and cats which do possess pigmented neurons 

(32,33)o Second, the dopamine synthesized by the brain cells has 

been found to regulate the synthesis and release of dopamine 

through a very sensitive and complex negative feedback system 

operating through dopamine receptors at the pre- and post synaptic 

level (44,51,52) o It would seem unlikely then, that 

embryologically similar cells with very similar tyrosine 

metabolizing systems that can synthesize pigment have 

differentiated to the point such that brain cells can produce 

dopamine from L-DOPA while melanocytes are devoid of any dopamine 

productiono The more likely circumstance is that dopamine is 

synthesized in melanocytes at low concentrationso It should be 

noted that increased dopamine and dopamine metabolite levels have 

been detected within porcine melanoma tumors and in the urine of 

patients with melanoma (11)»
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In melanocytes, the major pathway for metabolism of the 

L-DOPA formed from tyrosine is the formation of melanin? The 

L-DOPA molecule is oxidized by the DOPA oxidase to form DOPA 

quinone (Figo 2c)o These oxidations from the mono-quinol 

(tyrosine) to the di-quinone (DOPA quinone) change the molecule’s 

structural energy. Spontaneous irreversible rearrangement then 

occurs, attaching the terminal nitrogen to the carbon ring and 

rapidly forming the first colored intermediate dopachrome. After 

rapid decarboxylation, 5,6-dihydroxyindole and indole-5,6-quinone 

are formed (Fig, 2d-g) , Evidence indicates that each of the 

spontaneously formed intermediates participates in the 

polymerization process, although the proportions of each 

intermediate, their order within the polymer, and their 

stereochemical alignment seem to be random (24,61),

Investigations of the exact location of this spontaneous activity 

uniformly indicate that the melanosome is the area of synthesis 

(8,27,55,56), but the actual area of tyrosinase-substrate activity 

has not been fully defined. Various iso-enzymes of tyrosinase 

have been isolated from both intracellular water soluble, and 

membrane labilized melanosomal fractions (8), However, melanin 

formation, when measured by the uptake of radiolabelled precursors 

in melanosomal cell fractions and by autoradiographic electron 

microscopy, has been detected only within the melanosome (56),
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If the formation of melanin from oxidized intermediates is 
spontaneous, why is melanin not found in the cytoplasm, especially 

since some tyrosinase activity has been detected in 
extra-melanosomal fractions? It appears that if the oxidized 

intermediates are formed outside the melanosome, they fail to 
polymerize.,

Conditions within the melanosome should therefore be 

specifically conducive to spontaneous polymerizationo This may 

relate to the presence of the protein matrix upon which the 

formation of melanin granules occurs as they polymerize* The 

oxidized intermediates are highly reactive, especially when in 

the di-quinone form (63)* They bind readily with sulfhydryl 
groups which could exist in the protein matrix in cysteine or 

methionine groups*

However, what of the reactive intermediates that can be 

formed in the cytoplasm where presumably no protein matrix exists 

to assist the polymerization process? Evidence demonstrates that 

the intracellular oxidation products of tyrosinase activity become 

sulfhydryl "scavengers", which bind and inactivate DNA polymerase 

and other important nucleophillic enzymes (19,20,25,78)* Thus, 

the melanosynthetic pathway, unique to melanocytes, could produce 

autotoxic effects which might be enhanced by stimulating 

production of reactive intracellular intermediates*



ALTERING MELANIN SYNTHESIS

Rationale for Melanoma Specific Chemotherapy 
Stimulation of the reactive intermediates might be 

accomplished through manipulation at various levels of 

melanogenesiso Levels of available substrate can be increased, 

enzyme production stimulated, and enzyme activation increasede 

Each change can cause an increase in melanin production, and 

perhaps enhancement of autotoxic reactive metabolite production as 

well® This is the rationale for the development of a new area of 

melanoma chemotherapy*
The original development of this chemotherapy resulted 

from the observations that there is inherent melanocyte toxicity 

to melanin precursors* These are the mono-quino1ic substances 

related to tyrosine, and the di-quinolic group related to L-DOPA* 

Dopamine, the decarboxylated derivative of L-DOPA has been studied 

for its potential as a clonogenicity modulating agent as well as 

an inducer of autotoxicity using the clonogenic cell assay*

Effects of Melanin Precursors on the Melanocyte 

Tyrosine in sufficient concentrations has been shown to be 

toxic to pigmented cells, in contrast to non-pigmented cells

(48)* The major drawback to the use of tyrosine is that the
..
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majority of exogenous tyrosine is converted into cellular protein, 
and only about 5% is converted to melanin (77)« In vivo use is 

also restricted by mammalian homeostatic mechanisms, which rigidly 

control amino acid levels, including tyrosine, although specific 

elevation of tyrosine levels through the simultaneous use of 

melanocyte stimulating hormone (MSH) or theophylline has been 

accomplished with some success (59,71)«,

The group of compounds which has shown the most success as 

an inducer of autotoxicity has been L-DOPA and its derivatives* 

L-DOPA, unlike tyrosine, is selectively incorporated into 

melanocytes (79), and is not generally incorporated into cellular 

protein* Enhanced incorporation of L-DOPA has been accomplished 

in vivo through the use of a decarboxylase inhibitor which 

prevents L-DOPA catabolism to dopamine* However, the 

decarboxylase inhibitor concentration necessary for this 

enhancement was also toxic to the animals (81)* In vitro 

experiments with L-DOPA demonstrated an intrinsic increase in 

selective melanocyte toxicity* Derivatives of L-DOPA, L-DOPA 

methyl ester (DME) arid dopamine (DA) proved to be very promising 

when tested in vivo* DME is more water soluble than L-DOPA, and 

subsequently higher intracellular concentrations can be achieved*

It was found to increase the survival time for mice innoculated 

with B-16 melanoma (72,74)* The administration of decarboxylase
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inhibitor also enhanced this effect s but at lower, less toxic 
concentrations (74)o DA and its derivative 3,4

dihydroxybenzylamine (DHBA) were also effective in prolonging the 

life of tumor bearing mice (75,76)«

Studies to help determine the mechanism of L-DOPA analog 

toxicity in melanocytes have been performedo There is good 

evidence to suggest that quinones formed from the quinols are 

responsible for the observed melanocyte toxicity (19,20,25,78)« 

Covalent binding of quinones with sulfhydryl groups or other 

nucleophillic groups on DNA polymerase which results in 
inactivation of the enzyme has been demonstrated in vitro (78)o 

This effect was first suggested by the demonstration that the 

incorporation of labeled thymidine into melanocyte DNA was 

inhibited by either pre-formed quinone (76), or quinols in the 

presence of tyrosinase (78)» Short exposures of quinols had 

little effect on labeled thymidine incorporation without the 

presence of tyrosinaseo Thymidine, however, is not a direct 

precursor for DNA synthesis as it must first be phosphorylated to 

thymidine triphoposphate (TTP) before it is actually incorporated 

into DNAo Therefore, studies of permeabilized cells which allow 

the incorporation of TTP into melanocytes were performed and the 

results also demonstrated that the i_n vitro production of quinones 

from the oxidation of quinols by tyrosinase inhibited nucleotide 

incorporation (78)« A decrease in nucleotide incorporation does
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not directly indicate that DNA polymerase was inhibited, but a

series of experiments in which isolated mammalian DNA polymerase

activity was measured in the presence of L-DOPA, DA, or DHBA, with

and without tyrosinase were undertaken to prove this point (78)»

DNA polymerase was completely inhibited by each of the drugs at 
-510 M concentration in the presence of tyrosinase, while there

-3was no inhibitory effect at 10 M without tyrosinase»

The concept of quinone toxicity is helpful in explaining 

both antitumof effects and the inhibition of DNA nucleotide 

incorporation in melanocytes caused by different agents* When the 

relative toxicities of a number of compounds of the diquinolic 

group were measured by in vitro cell growth inhibition, it was 
observed that L-DOPA and DME were effective, but DA and DHBA were 

significantly more potent (76)* This difference in cell growth 

inhibition was probably due to the inherent instability of DA at 

the pH of the media used in cell culture and subsequent 

spontaneous autoxidation to the quinone (19,20)* It seems that 
L-DOPA requires enzymatic oxidation by tyrosinase to reach 

concentrations of quinone which are toxic* Labeled thymidine 

incorporation was compared in melanocytes exposed to L-DOPA, DA, 

DME, and DHBA in vitro (76)* In all cases, thymidine 

incorporation was inhibited by increasing doses of each* The 

order of potency of inhibition was DHBA> DA > DME > L-DOPA* At the
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highest concentration (2mM) only L-DOPA did not cause at least 95% 
inhibitiono At the lowest dose, (Oo5mM) DA and DHBA inhibited 

thymidine incorporation by 70% and 90% respectively, while L-DOPA 

and DME only inhibited by 15% and 38% respectively* Another study 

observed that DA was more toxic to C1300 neuroblastoma cells in 

vitro than either norepinephrine or epinephrine (19) * Two reasons 

for this effect were suggested* First, DA autoxidized more 

rapidly than the other catecholamines and thus generated more 

toxic product * Second, the oxidation of epinephrine and 

norepinephrine was followed by a more rapid cyclization than was 

seen with DA (22), It has also been observed that the reaction of 

dopamine quinone with sulfhydry 1 groups was more rapid than the 

internal cyclization reaction of dopamine quinone by a factor of 

1000 (63), If a difference in inhibition can be attributed to a 

higher rate of spontaneous dopamine oxidation, then in a 

population of rapidly proliferating cells with low tyrosinase 

activity, DA would produce a higher concentration of toxic quinone 

than DME, Furthermore, the spontaneous oxidation of DA to 

DA-quinone might be inhibited through the use of the antioxidant 

mereaptoethanol (ME),

The effects of dopamine in vitro are not analagous to the 

effects in vivo. Since the survival time of tumor bearing rats 

was increased by the concomitant use of a decarboxylase inhibitor 

and L-DOPA, (81) it would appear that limiting dopamine formation
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produced a greater anti-tumor effect» However, in life span 

experiments9 the agents themselves exert effects that can change 

the outcome independently of the tumor effectSo Dopamine, because 

of neural and cardiac toxicity, is not as good an in vivo agent 

for prolonging the life of melanoma bearing rats as L-DOPA 

combined with a decarboxylase inhibitor* However, it is still 

important to determine if DA is acting as a modulator of 

melanocyte clonogenicity*

Effects of Non-Melanin Precursors on the Melanocyte 

The administration of melanin precursors ill vitro or in 

vivo result in stimulated melanogenesis (47) in melanocytes*

Drugs which are not melanin precursors but which nevertheless 

alter melanogenesis or are known to alter systems which are 

regulated by dopamine might also stimulate autotoxicity, 

potentiate the toxicity of exogenous precursors, or modulate 

clonogenicity of malignant melanocytes* Chlorpromazine (CPZ), the 

dopamine receptor blocker haloperidol, and theophylline were 

investigated for these effects, and are discussed below*

Chlorpromazine (CPZ), a phenothiazine primarily used for 

the treatment of psychiatric patients and for the control of 

nausea and vomiting, has been known to cause hyperpigmentation 

after long-term administration (17), has a particular affinity for 

melanin, and has been shown to be selectively incorporated into



pigmented cells (4,66)„ Further investigations into the mechanism
r eof CPZ effects on melanocytes demonstrated iji vivo enhancement of 

tyrosinase activity in B-16 and Harding-Passey melanomas, and 

decreased B-16 melanoma tumor growth in mice (66) o The activation 

of tyrosinase was found to be greatest in the melanosomal 

fraction, although there was also some activation of enzyme from 

the smooth membrane, or "pre-melanosomal” fraction (65)® It 

appears that the membrane surrounding the melanosome regulates the 

accessibility of the substrate to the tyrosinase enzyme inside the 

organelle, and that changes in membrane permeability may be a 
regulating mechananism for the alteration of melanogenesis®

The effects of CPZ administration are thought to be 

mediated through its well-known membrane labilizing effect (18)® 

There is evidence that CPZ can alter tyrosinase activity, and 

consequently melanin synthesis through changes in melanosomal 

membrane permemability® The order of potency of membrane 

labilization by phenothiazine derivatives corresponded to the 

order of potency of tyrosinase activation (65)® Pretreatment of 

melanosomes with membrane stabilizers or detergents that disrupt 

membranes reduced phenothiazine induced tyrosinase activation 

(65)o Melanosome membrane labilization could disrupt spontaneous 

melanin polymerization® This might lead to increased 

intracellular concentrations of unpolymerized intermediates and 

toxic effects®
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CPZ also has pharmacological properties which may effect 

clonogenicity independent of toxicity* As a dopamine receptor 
blocker (70) it acts to enhance tyrosine hydroxylase activity in 

dopaminergic neurons and increase dopamine synthesis and release 

through a negative feedback mechanism (51,52)* This modulation 

may occur for the tyrosine hydroxylase portion of the tyrosinase 
found in melanocytes despite differences between the two enzymes* 

On the other hand, CPZ may not act to modulate tyrosinase activity 

in a way which is directly analogous to that of tyrosine 

hydroxylase in DA neurons, but may still be linked to the 

differentiation governing mechanism in the melanocyte through 

cyclic AMP* As a dopamine sensitive adenyl cyclase antagonist 

(41), CPZ may exert an effect which is different than that of DA 

and L-DOPA analogs, specifically modulation of cAMP levels within 

the melanocyte* If this were the case, then perhaps CPZ could 

modulate clonogenicity through a mechanism of reverting 

potentially clonogenic cells from a committed state back to a 

proliferative undifferentiated state in vitro* This could induce 

enhancement of colony formation* If it can be shown that CPZ 

initiates changes in melanocyte activity that are similar to 

melanocyte response to specific dopamine receptor blockers, then 

support for the idea of tyrosinase alteration might exist* If 

colony enhancement occurs, then support for cAMP modulation by CPZ 

could be developed*



Theophylline is an inhibitor of the cAMP degrading enzyme5 

phosphodiesterase, and as such it is known to increase 

intracellular concentrations of cAMP in melanocytes (14,59)o This 

intracellular increase in cAMP levels is thought to mimic the 

cellular response to melanocyte stimulating hormone (MSB) and thus 
increase tyrosinase activity and melanogenesis (14,59)o 

Theophylline was assessed for its effect on the mouse melanoma 

cells grown in the clonogenic cell assay in this study»

Haloperidol (Haldol) blocks the DA receptor* Its effects 

have not been tested on mouse melanoma cells grown in vitro* It 

might be anticipated to produce effects which are opposite those 

seen with DA, although there is no way of anticipating what these 

effects might be* However, both DA and haloperidol might act to 

compete with another endogenous molecule that acts on a receptor 

similar to a DA receptor without activating it, and thus both 

might produce similar effects*

As previously noted, it is not entirely certain whether DA 

production from L-DOPA occurs in melanocytes, but if it does, it 

is conceivable that it exerts a regulatory effect on the 

biosynthetic or proliferative processes of the cell* The 

modulation of clonogenicity by DA, haloperidol, CPZ, and 

theophylline in a manner which is consistent with the known 

pharmacology and expected in vitro effects of that pharmacology, 

may perhaps lead to the development of a mechanism which can be
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used to predict and alter the proliferation of melanoma cells in 

vivoo Even if there is not a completely consistant modulation of 

clonogenicity or production of autotoxicity * it is entirely 

possible that the information derived from this type of study will 

indicate which direction further investigations can takeo Any 

demonstration that dopamine type receptors are linked to 

clonogenic modulation of melanoma cells will be unique and 

valuableo



MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Maintenance and plating of murine melanoma cell lines-
clonogenic cell assay 

The established cell lines used are a continuously growing 

and dividing population of tumor cells. The cells grow attached 

to the bottom of a plastic flask containing nutrient mediae When 

the growing surface of the flask is completely covered with the 

monolayer of cells it is termed confluent« All the cells are 

detached from the plastic surface and suspended in media* These 

cells are then seeded into a number of new flasks« This is called 

passaging the cellso The cells will adhere to the new plastic 

surface within 24 hours* Most plating experiments have been done 

with cells that have been passaged and allowed to reattach for at 

least 24 hours*

Plating experiments consist of mixing a known number of 

single cells suspended in media with drugs and agar, and pouring 

it on top of a preformed underlayer composed of agar and media* 

When this bilayer solidifies, it is incubated for 10 days, and 

then colonies are counted*

The following methods provide the detail for the 

procedures summarized above* Sterile techniques were used for all 

cell culture procedures*
\ 27
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Cell Line Maintenance 
Cloudman S-91 murine melanoma cell lines, MEL 11A, CCL, 

and AM7 are maintained in monolayer on plastic Falcon culture 

flasks 75 x 30 cm, in Ham’s F-10 medium supplimented with the 

following components: heat inactivated (56°C, 1 hour) horse

serum (10%), fetal calf serum (2%) and penicillin (100 units/ml), 
streptomycin (100 mg/ml) and fungizone (Gibco, 2»5 mg/ml)„ This 

media is the standard mouse melanoma cell media that was used 

throughout this studyo The cells are maintained at 37°C in 5%

CO 'atmosphere and passaged every 5-7 days, depending on their 

rate of growtho Cells are detached from plastic and resuspended 

using Tyrodes solutiono Tyrodes solution is composed of: 16 gm 

NaCl, 0o4 gm KC1, 0o2 gm MgCl^ (anhydrous), 0„4 gm CaCl^ 

(anhydrous), 0ol gm NaH^PO^, 2o0 gm NaHCO^, 0o04 gm phenol 

red, and 3o72 gm Na-EDTA, which are dissolved in 2 liters of 

double distilled H^Oe

Clonogenic Cell Assay-Continuous Drug Exposure 

The cells are detached from the monolayer by first 

aspirating the medium then adding 5ml of Tyrodes solution to each 

flasko After 2 - 5  minutes, the cells have detached, are shaken 

off the plastic, and are suspended in the Tyrodes solution. The 

Tyrodes solution containing the cells is pipetted into tubes and 

centrifuged at 1250 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant is
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discarded, cells are resuspended in media, and the cell number 

determined by hemocytometer* Cell concentration is adjusted to

36,000 cells/incubation tube, which will become 12,000 

cells/plate. Drugs are added to cell suspensions of experimental 

groups, and an equal volume of the solvent for the drug is added 

to the controlo The final volume of drugs, cells, and media in 

each incubation tube is 2.7 ml. Drug and cell concentrations are 

calculated per ml<> The temperature of the suspension is 37°Co 

To each incubation tube 0*3 ml of 3% agar is added® The agar has 

been boiled to liquification then temperature controlled in a 

water bath at 47-48°C» This forms a final incubation volume of 
3o0 mlo After adding and mixing agar, 1 ml aliquots are rapidly 

poured into three plastic culture dishes containing 1 ml 
underlayero The underlayer is composed of supplimented medium and 

3% agar in the ratio of 2«5 ml media: 0o5 ml agar® This step

forms the bilayer in which the cells will grow» The plates are 

incubated at 37 C and humidified 5% CO^ atmosphere for 10 days. 
Colony growth is arrested, and the plates are fixed for storage by 

adding 5 drops of 4% gluteraldehyde in 0,1M cacodylic acid to each 

platee The plates are stored at 4 C after fixing until they are 

to be countedo The plates are assessed for morphological detail by 

eye under inverted microscope at 4Ox, lOOx, and 400x»
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The number of colonies in each plate are counted using the 

Bausch and Lomb Omni con FAS II image analyzer. The FAS II scans 

each plate at a magnification of 2.5x using a standardized 

pattern. It analyzes the image for colonies according to a 

computer program designed by Bausch and Lomb and the University of 

Arizona, and records the diameter and maximum chord width of each 

image determined to be a colony in microns (y). The data is 

recorded as the cumulative number of colonies grouped within 

diminishing diameter ranges. This means that, for example, all 

the colonies that have diameters with maximum chords of 100 y or 
greater will be recorded in the 100 y group, and all colonies of 

150y or greater will be recorded in the 150 y group. Therefore, 

simply substracting the number of colonies in the 150 y group from 

the 100y group will determine the number of colonies that grew to 

be 100 y and and less than 150 y .

The colony data is then divided into two groups, small 

colonies, and large colonies. Two different programs were used 

during the course of the study. Both programs analyze the image 

similarly for colonies, and the only difference between them is 

that different diameter ranges are used. For the first program, 

small colonies and large colonies were defined as those colonies 

between 60 y -80U and 80y to 140U respectively. The second 

program used ranges of 60y -86y to group small colonies, and

86y -149y for large colonies.
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The mean number of colonies for each diameter group and 

each drug treatment are determined with standard deviations from 
triplicate plates® The mean number of colonies from a treated 

group is divided by the mean number of colonies in six untreated 

control plateso The "per cent of control" (per cent survival) is 

determined in this manner® Error bars on figures are determined 

by dividing standard deviation of experimental colony number by 

the mean control colony number® values are calculated from

the % survival curves® For the purposes of this study it is the 

concentration of the drug which inhibits 50% of the colony growth 

compared to untreated control cells®

Clonogenic Cell Assay-1 Hour Drug Incubations 

The cells are detached and suspended as previously 

described® Drugs are then added to cell suspensions to achieve 

the final concentration® Then the cells are placed in incubator 

at standard conditions previously described® After 1 hour the 

cell-drug suspension is centrifuged at 1250 rpm for 10 minutes® 

Supernatant is then discarded and the cells are resuspended in 

media® The cells are counted by hemocytometer and diluted to 

achieve desired concentration® Final concentration is 36,000 

cells/3 ml incubation® The cells are plated, incubated, and 

counted as previously described, but with no further addition of 

drugs®
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Clonogenic Cell Assay 

Determination of Cloning Efficiency in Relation 

to Number of Cells Plated 

The cells are detached and suspended as previously 
describedo The cells are serially diluted so that a range of cell 

concentrations of 500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 7500, 10,000 , 15,000,  

20,000, and 50,000 cells per plate is achieved«> Add 0o3 ml 3% 

agar which has been liquified and temperature controlled at 37°C 

to the 2»7 ml incubation mixtureo This suspension is mixed and 1 

ml aliquots are rapidly poured onto standard underlayerso The 

bilayer of agar is allowed to cool and then incubated for ten days 

at standard conditionso At the end of ten days the plates are 

fixed and counted as previously described.

Tyrosinase Assay
The oxidation of tyrosine by tyrosinase produces a water

moleculeo One hydrogen for this water molecule is removed from
3the 3V position on the carbon ring of the tyrosine» If 3,5- H 

tyrosine is incubated with melanocytes containing active 

tyrosinase, water formed from the oxidation of the labeled 

tyrosine will also be labeled» The assay uses this principle to 

quantify the relative activity of tyrosinase» The water formed
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3from the oxidation of the 3,5- H tyrosine is separated from 
3unoxidized 3,5- H tyrosine by activated charcoal and Dowex 

resin, and is quantified by liquid scintillation counting 
techniqueso

Tyrosinase Assay Cell Culture
2 5Seed 25 cm flasks (Falcon) with 2 x 10 cells in 4

mis standard mouse cell media as previously described* All points

are run in triplicate* Allow cells to adhere for 24 hours* After

24 hours the media is changed and drugs are added at the desired

concentration* Incubate again for 24 hours at 37°C, 5% C0o*

3,5- H-Tyrosine (New England Nuclear) is dried down under N0

and taken up in fresh media, then filter sterilized* It is added
1 mCi H-tyrosine/ml fresh media (4 ml/flask)* Add fresh drug

at identical concentration as before* Set up media blank of 4 ml 
3
H-tyrosine in three flasks with no cells to determine the 

amount of exchange between labeled tyrosine and water in the 

media* Incubate cells and media blanks for 24 hours at standard 

conditions* After 24 hours decant media from flasks into tubes 
and store frozen (-4°C)* Add Tyrodes solution to each flask, 

suspend cells in flask, and count the number of cells in 

hemocytometer for each flask*
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Tyrosinase Assay Measurement of Enzyme Activity

The media that was decanted from each flask (1 ml) is 

mixed with 1 ml charcoal suspension (10% W/V Norit A charcoal in 

0o2N citric acid) which is continuously stirred while dispensing* 

Each media sample is run in duplicate* The tubes are vortexed, 

then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 10 minutes*

Columns are made by placing 5 1/4" pasteur pipettes with a

glass wool plug in a wood rack* The glass wool is soaked with 

0*1N citric acid* Dowex-50 resin (Sigma) is dispensed (1*5 ml to 

each pipette) after preparation in following manner: It is washed

once with 1*0 N HCL9 once with 1*0 N NaOH, once with 1*0 N citric

acid and twice with 0*1 N citric acid* The resin is then 

suspended 20% (W/V) in 0®1N citric acid, and continuously stirred 

while it is dispensed® The liquid is allowed to run out of the 

column*
Set up a rack with plastic scintillation counting vials 

(Research Products International Corporation) under each column* 

Dispense 1 ml of each media sample into a column taking care to 

avoid taking up any charcoal, after the sample has run through, 

the column is rinsed with 1 ml of 0*1N citric acid* Add 12 mis of 

counting cocktail to each vial® The cocktail is composed of 666 

mis toluene (Fisher), 333 mis triton X-100 (Mallinckrodt) and 5*5 

gms 2,5 diphenyloxazoie (PPO, Sigma)* Each vial is capped and
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shaken until clear® Each sample is counted on a Beckman LS-235 

liquid scintillation counter for 10 minutes*

The counts per minute for each sample are used in the 

following manner: the counts for the media blank flasks are 

averaged® This mean is subtracted from the mean of each 

duplicate® The adjusted mean of the duplicate is divided by the

number of cells from the corresponding flask (expressed as number
5 ■' ‘ 5 

of cells x 10 ) ® This gives the number of counts/10 cells

for each flask in a triplicate group® The mean and standard

deviation of number of counts/10^ cells is then determined for

each triplicate group®

Drug Stocks

Unless otherwise indicated all drugs were made up fresh 

for each assay®

Dopamine (Sigma) was stored dessicated at room 

temperature® It was made up fresh for each assay in ice cold 

sterile 0®9% saline and kept on wet ice until use® It was added 

to the incubation mixture as soon as possible once it was 

dissolved®

Chlorpromazine (Sigma) was stored at room temperature® It 

was dissolved in sterile 0® 9% saline prior to use®

Haloperidol (Haldol, McNeil Pharmaceutical) was obtained 

as an injectable solution in sterile vials at a concentration of 

5rag/ml, and stored at room temperature® It was diluted in sterile 

0®9% saline prior to use®
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Me reaptoe thanol (Calbiochem) was stored refrigerated and 

diluted in sterile 0o9% saline just prior to use*

Theophylline (Sigma) was stored in frozen dessicatoro It 

was dissolved in sterile 0o9% saline? and stored frozen (-10°C) 
until just prior to useo



RESULTS

Varying Cell Number per Plate 

Cells from three cell lines were plated in concentrations 

ranging from 500 to 50,000 cells per plate® All colonies over 60y 

were counted are presented in figure 3» Each cell line exhibited 

similar cloning efficiencies® The number of colonies grown 

increased slowly as the cell number per plate increased to about

7,000 cells per plate® As the cell number increased further, 

greater increases in colony number were observed until at 50,000  

cells the number of colonies grown began to plateau® The cloning 

efficiency of CCL cells was markedly inhibited when 50,000 cells 
were plated® The optimum number of cells per plate was determined 

to be 12,000 cells®

Dopamine, Continuous Incubation 

Dopamine (DA) was incubated continuously with AM7 cells in 

concentrations ranging from 0®2 yg/ml to 20®0 yg/ml® Mel 11a and 

CCL cells were incubated continuously with DA at 2®0 to 20®0 

Ug/mlo Decreased colony growth from cells of each line was 

observed as the concentration of DA increased (Fig® 4a-c)® The 

range of effective inhibitory concentrations was narrow and

sharp® Inhibition, first observed at 2®0 - 3®0 yg/ml was almost
37
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maximal at 10o0 yg/ml with an for each cell line between

2e0 and 5o0 yg/mlo The inhibition produced by incubation with 

10o0 yg/ml was more pronounced for the more melanotic cell lines, 

Mel 11a and CCL (figso 4b, 4c), than for the AM7 line (Fig* 4a)o 

At 20o0 yg/ml DA, colony formation in all three cell lines was 
completely inhibitedo

The inhibition observed at 10«0 and 20«0 yg/ml DA was 

accompanied by a brown darkening of the agar in each plateo The 

brown color appeared within 24 hours of plating, and the 20<>0 

yg/ml plates were significantly darker than the 10o0 yg/mlo The 

suspicion that the brown color was the result of melanin 

overproduction by intoxicated melanocytes proved to be unfounded 

as the coloration also appeared in plates that did not have any 

cellso It therefore appeared that autoxidation of DA was 

responsible for the brown color» This phenomenon was investigated 

furthere

DA was incubated with culture medium, and the gradual 

darkening of the medium was measured using absorbance 

spectrophotometryo The brown color produced by the incubation of 

20o0 yg/ml DA for 96 hours exhibited a broad band absorbance 

spectrum, with a wide maximum peak at 550 nm« Since the color was 

assumed to be the result of autoxidation of DA to the amino chrome 

in medium under culture conditions, the antioxidants 

mercaptoethanol (ME) and ascorbic acid were added to culture
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medium containing fresh 20oO yg/ml DA® The absorbance at 550 nm

was measured at 0, 24, and 96 hours (Fig® 5)® The addition of

0®01% ME prevented the appearance of any brown coloration for at
-4least 96 hours® Ascorbic acid at lei x 10 M demonstrated some 

effectiveness for reducing the brown coloration of the medium at 

24 hours, but did not prevent it after 96 hours® This indicated 

that oxidation of DA to the aminochrome could be prevented for 

short periods of time by the addition of antioxidants, 

particularly ME® It was still uncertain whether the DA was 

oxidized to dopamine quinone in the presence of ME, and if so, 

whether the quinone was responsible for the observed toxicity of 

DA® Therefore, one hour incubations of DA with and without ME 

were performed before the cells were plated to see if there was 

any effect on colony growth from short exposure to DA®

One Hour Incubation of Dopamine, With and Without Mercaptoethanol 
Mel 11a and AM7 cells were incubated with 2®0, 5®0, and 

10e0 yg/ml DA with and without ME (0®01%) for one hour, washed 

once and plated in triplicate (Figs® 6a,b)® Differences in the 

number of colonies formed were observed between each cell line, 

and between large and small colonies® The AM7 cells exposed to 

10o0 yg/ml DA for one hour were stimulated to produce 75% more 

small colonies than the untreated AM7 cells (Fig® 6a) ® At 5®0 

yg/ml DA, small AM7 colony growth was enhanced 15% with ME, while
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growth was slightly inhibited without the antioxidante Mel 11a 
cells responded differently (Figo 6b)» D A  alone at 10*0 pg/ml and 

5c0 yg/ml inhibited both large and small colony growth, but the 

addition of ME enabled D A  to enhance small Mel 11a colonies 10% at 

5o0 yg/ml and 25% at 10o0 yg/mlo The number of large colonies at 

10o0 yg/ml was increased 5% with ME<> Survival of small colonies 

was 60% at 5,0 yg/ml DAo Large colony growth of Mel 11a cells was 

inhibited 40% at 5*0 yg/ml only when ME was present, while 

survival of large AM7 colonies was 65% when 5*0 yg/ml D A  was 
present alone*

Haloperidol, Continuous Incubation 

The possible activity of dopamine on the clonogenicity of 

mouse melanoma cells, and the difficulty of toxicity resulting 

from the continuous incubation of ME, led to an investigation of 

the effect of haloperidol, an agent known to be antagonistic to 

systems which are activated by DA * Cells from each line were 

incubated continuously with 0*5, T«0, 5*0, and 10*0 yg/ml 

haloperidol* The results are profiled in Fig* 7a, b, and c* 

Haloperidol inhibited the growth of colonies markedly in a 

dose-dependent fashion* The LD^q for the growth of large and 

small Mel 11a colonies was 4*0 yg/ml (Fig* 9a)» Large colonies 

grown from both CCL and AM7 cells were more sensitive to
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haloperidol than small colonies (Figo 7b-c)* The LD^Q for large 

CCL colonies was loO pg/ml while the for small CCL colonies

was 4o0 yg/mlo The for large and small AM7 colonies was

5o0 yg/ml and 8oO yg/ml respectivelyo These results demonstrate a 

narrow dose-response range for colony inhibition by continuous 

exposure to haloperidol, with cells producing large colonies 

inhibited to a greater degree»

The Continuous Incubation of Chlorpromazine (CPZ) 

Chlorpromazine was incubated with cells from each cell 

lineo The cells had been attached and growing exponentially for 

at least 72 hours before incubation and plating, and the results 

are presented in Figures 8a-c<, CPZ was incubated continuously at 

concentrations of Ool, loO and 10oO yg/mlo The colony growth in 

response to this treatment for cells of each cell line was 

biphasico The lower concentrations of CPZ produced strong 

enhancement of large colony growth, but less enhancement of small 

colony growtho Enhancement of small and large colonies from each 

cell line was observed to occur in a dose dependent fashion, with 

maximal stimulation occurring in each case at loO yg/mlo Small 

colonies from cells of the more melanotic CCL and Mel 11a lines 

were stimulated 25% above the control by O d  yg/ml CPZ, and 60% by 

loO yg/ml CPZo Small colonies from AM7 cells were increased 

slightly at Ool yg/ml and loO yg/ml CPZo Large colonies grown
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from CCL and Mel 11a cells were stimulated 60% above control by 

Ool yg/ml CPZ and 200% by 1*0 yg/ml® AM7 large colonies were also 
enhanced $, but the effect was more variable than that seen with the 

other cell lines* At 10*0 yg/ml CPZ, toxicity occurred, and 

inhibition was noted in cells from CCL and Mel 11a lines*

The Continuous Incubation of Theophylline 

Theophylline.was screened for its effects on the growth on 

each cell lines * One concentration, 1* OmM was tested because this 

concentration stimulated melanogenesis and decreased cell growth 

of melanoma cells in other in vitro systems (59)* It was observed 

that at this concentration survival of Mel 11a and CCL colonies 

was very low, while survival of AM7 cells was higher (Fig* 9)®

There were no differences between the growth of large and small 

colonies from CCL and Mel 11a cells, while small colonies grown 

from AM7 cells had over 20% higher per cent survival than large 

colonies*

Measurement of Tyrosinase Activity

Untreated Cells

Tyrosinase activity was measured in untreated cells from 

each of the three cell lines cultured in plastic flasks* Figure 

10 shows that the level of active enzyme was considerably higher 

in Mel 11a cells than the CC1 and AM7 cells, and that the enzyme 

activity in CCL cells is slightly higher than AM7 cells®
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Tyrosinase Activity in Response to Dopamine

The effect of continuous incubation of DA on melanoma

cells (in plastic) was determinedo The relative rate of

tyrosinase activity is corrected for cell number and is calculated 
5as counts/10 cells* A threshold effect on tyrosinase activity 

of the AM7 and Mel 11a cell lines to 2, 10, and 20 jjg/ml DA was 

observed* Both lines responded with dose dependent increases in 

tyrosinase activity (Figs* lla-b)* However, the concentration of 

DA incubated with the cells for 48 hours which elicited this 

response was different for each cell line* At 2*0 yg/ml, the 

tyrosinase activity of the AM7 cell lines was reduced slightly to 

92% of the control value, while the same concentration of DA 
produced a 70% increase in tyrosinase activity over that measured 

in untreated Mel 11a cells* At 10*0 yg/ml DA, the tyrosinase 

activity of the Mel 11a cell line was essentially the same as that 

produced in response to 2*0 yg/ml DA* At this concentration of DA 

the AM7 cell line responded with an 80% increase in activity of 

tyrosinase* Essentially no further increases were noted at 
concentrations of DA greater than 10 yg/ml for either cell line*
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Cell Line Growth in Liquid Cultures Response to DA

An integral part of measuring tyrosinase is measuring cell
5 2growthc Cells were seeded at 2o0 x 10 cells/25 cm „ They 

were cultured in plastic flasks for 72 hours and exposed to DA for 

the final 48 of those 72 hours* At 72 hours the cells were 

harvested and their number counted, so that cell growth in 

response to a 48 hour DA exposure was observedo Figure 11a,b 

illustrates that cell growth of both AM7 and Mel 11a cells was 

inhibited by DA in a dose dependent fashion* It appears that the 

AM7 cells were less sensitive to the inhibitory effects of DA*



DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates that dopamine and agents which are 

active in dopaminergic systems affect the growth and 

differentiation of mouse melanoma cells* The results from 

exposing mouse melanoma cells to DA, haloperidol and CPZ suggest 

that a variety of factors affect the growth of these cells into 

colonies*

DA has a potent dose-related inhibitory effect on melanoma 

cells which may not depend on basal tyrosinase activity for 

toxicity since cells from cell lines with a wide range of 

tyrosinase activity were similarly inhibited by equal 

concentrations of DA* AM7 cells, however, were somewhat more 

sensitive to 2*0 yg/ml DA than either Mel 11a or CCL cells* This 

was especially true for the small AM7 colonies which are composed 

of less proliferative and perhaps more differentiated cells as 

compared to cells from large AM7 colonies*

Continuous exposure of mouse melanoma cells to haloperidol 

also resulted in potent inhibition of cloning efficiency* The 

concentrations of haloperidol which caused this inhibition closely 

parallel the inhibitory concentrations of DA* The AM7 cells

appear to be less sensitive than the other cell lines to
62
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haloperidol at 5«0 yg/ml especially those cells which were more 
proliferative and grew into large colonieso The more 

proliferative CCL cells were more sensitive than the AM7 cells to 

5o0 yg/ml haloperidol* but were affected less than CCL cells which 

grew into small colonies» Large colonies from the more 

proliferative Mel 11a cells were inhibited similarly to the Mel 

11a cells which grew into small colonies. Thus* at 5.0 pg/ml 

haloperidol* cells of each cell line which were more proliferative 

were inhibited differently. More proliferative AM7 cells were 

uneffected by 5.0 yg/ml haloperidol* more proliferative CC1 cells 

exhibited 30% greater survival than less proliferative CCL cells

and 30% of both types of Mel 11a cells grew into colonies. This

suggests that lower basal tyrosinase activity can increase 
survival of the more proliferative cells exposed to haloperidol. 

Therefore* I speculate that cells which were more predisposed to 

produce active tyrosinase by the nature of the phenotype of the 

cell or by differentiation capacity may be more sensitive to the 

inhibitory effect of haloperidol.

CFZ has a biphasic effect on mouse melanoma cells. 

Continuous exposure to concentrations of 0.1 and loO^g/ml CPZ 

increased the cloning efficiency of cells from all three cell 

lines* but there were differences between the AM7 growth curve and 

the growth curves of cells from the CCL and Mel 11a lines. Both

small and large colonies grown from Mel 11a and CCL cells
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exhibited greater increases in colony number in response to CPZe 

Large colonies from both lines were enhanced 200% while large 

colonies from AM7 cells were enhanced 100% in response to 1.0 

%/ml C P Z .  Small colonies from Mel 11a and C C L  cells were more 

strongly enhanced by 1.0 yg/ml C P Z  than were small colonies from 

AM7 cells. The inhibition of cloning efficiency which was 

observed at 10.0 g/ml C P Z  was also stronger for Mel 11a and C C L  

cells. Thus, it appeared that higher relative basal tyrosinase 

activity or greater natural predisposition to produce tyrosinase 

may relate to increased C P Z  effect.
The mechanisms responsible for the inhibition of mouse 

melanoma cell line cloning efficiency by continuous exposure to 

DA, haloperidol, and theophylline cannot be directly confirmed 

without futher investigation, so some speculation is necessary for 

the analysis of the inhibition. I will first discuss the 

inhibition produced by DA, then examine the inhibition produced by 

haloperidol and theophylline and how they might relate to the 

effects produced byzDA. Finally, I will assess the factors 

thought to be important for enhancement of cloning efficiency and 

then look at how possible CPZ interactions with the melanocyte can 

lead to enhanced cloning efficiency.

It seems likely that in the case of continous DA 

incubation little intact DA remained at the end of ten days. The
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appearance of the brown coloration after 24 hours, as well as 

published reports on DA autoxidation (63), would indicate that the 

appearance of dopamine quinone in the medium is rapid* The 

inhibition of cloning efficiency of each cell line in response to 

continuous DA incubation was most likely the result of endogenous 

and exogenous quinone intoxicationo This finding is in agreement 

with the antitumor effects of DA demonstrated in in vivo and in 

vitro systems (73,75,78) * Additionally, support for the idea that 

autoxidation of DA and not stimulation of tyrosinase is 

responsible at least initially for the toxicity observed in 

response to 2*0 yg/ml DA comes from tyrosinase activity data*

Figure 13 shows that at 2*0 yg/ ml DA AM7 tyrosinase activity was 

not stimulated while this concentration inhibited AM7 cell cloning 

efficiency more than CCL or Mel 11a cells* Mel 11a cells 

responded strongly to 2*0 yg/ml DA to produce 70% more tyrosinase 

activity* Thus, AM7 cells which were less predisposed to produce 

tyrosinase were initially more sensitive to DA, not because of 

enzyme produced quinones, but rather through another mechanism* 

Perhaps the AM7 cells lack protection against quinones which the 

cells with higher natural tyrosinase activity might have* At 

10*0 yg/ml, tyrosinase activity was increased 80% in AM7 cells 

as well as Mel 11a cells and accordingly, with the additional 

quinone production from the enzyme source, toxicity and low colony 

survival for both cell lines was observed* The threshold for the



increase in tyrosinase activity observed for AM7 cells also 

indicated that 2o0 yg/ml DA was not acting catalytically to induce 

higher tyrosinase activity9 and that it therefore probably 

increased tyrosinase activity through an internal cellular 

mechanismo The probability that dopamine quinone intoxication was 

responsible for the decreased cloning efficiency does not9 

however, rule out the possibility that DA may have an effect on 

melanocyte physiology independent of quinone induced toxicity*

Much more direct evidence is required to prove the speculation 

that DA, before it is depleted by autoxidation, acts to modulate 

melanocyte clonogenicity through interaction with a DA receptor 

system* As a result of this study, the demonstration that DA and 

agents with DA receptor blocking properties inhibit mouse melanoma 

cell line cloning efficiency provides indirect evidence for this 

possibility*

Dopaminergic neurons, particularly in the substantia nigra 

area of the rat brain possess two systems that are sensitive to DA 

control* One is DA modulation of tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) 

synthesis and activity, and the other is DA sensitive adenylate 

cyclase* Regulation of TH activity is accomplished through three 

mechanisms (44)» One is end product feedback* TH is inhibited by 

competetive inhibition of catechols and catecholamines for the 

pteridine cofactor and enzyme (43)* This type of feedback



inhibition has also been demonstrated for L-DOPA in melanocytes 

(62)e Another mechanism of regulation has been demonstrated by 

Roth who observed that increased impulses through dopaminergic 

neurons altered the physical properties and thus the kinetics of 
TH activitiy (51)« The third mechanism is more interesting if it 

is analogous to the melanocyte» Presynaptic DA receptors in rat 

dopaminergic neurons modulate the increase in DA synthesis 

observed after either cessation or increase in impulse flowo 

Stimulation of presynaptic DA receptors limits the synthesis of DA 

in both cases by suppressing the activation of TH (44) * Two 

different procedures were used to arrive at the conclusion that DA 

agonists suppress DA synthesis and antagonists reverse this effect 

(51,52)o Further investigations revealed differences in the 

strength of the effect in different brain areaso Even though all 

types of cells studied for this effect possessed presynaptic DA 

receptor regulation, the amount of control this mechanism exerted 

varied for each cell type (44)o It is important to note that this 

system is not solely responsible for TH regulationo In fact, it 

only acts to modulate TH activity as a fine tuning mechanism when 

the enzyme is strongly stimulatedo

If this presynaptic system was analagous to melanocyte 

regulation of tyrosinase activity during periods of stimulated 

activity, it would be possible to consider that DA as a minor 

product of melanogenesis could actively fine tune the level of
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activity to prevent harmful overproduction of quinones® Blockade 

of that system might result in lack of fine control of tyrosinase 

activity and subsequent overproduction of toxic quinones® One 

question to be resolved is whether the reduction of cloning 

efficiency as a result of continuous exposure to DA and its 

antagonist haloperidol are due to similar mechanisms® If receptor 

properties were directly involved in clonogenicity modulation, one 

would perhaps expect that each drug would exhibit opposing 

results® However, it was entirely possible that the strong 

toxicity of the quinones generated by DA autoxidation overcame any 

receptor binding effect that DA might have had if it were intact® 

It was also possible that DA and haloperidol both bound and 

inactivated a similar receptor that resulted in inhibition of 

cloning efficiency®

The primary pharmacological effect of haloperidol is to 

block DA receptors® Haloperidol was observed to inhibit colony 

growth of each cell line, but it may be significant that the 

approximate LD^^ concentration of 5«0 ^g/ml affected each cell 

line differently® For MEL 11a cells the per cent survival for 

large colonies was reduced more dramatically than the survival of 

large colonies arising from CCL cells® The growth of AM7 large 

colonies was apparently uneffected by that same concentration of 

haloperidol® If it were the case that blocking a DA receptor in 

melanocytes led to increased tyrosinase activity or blockade of
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negative feedback regulation in cells which were undergoing 
tyrosinase stimulation, it would follow that the cells with the 

capacity to express more tyrosinase would be more sensitive to 

this effectc This could explain the observed difference in per 

cent survival of the large colonies from cells of each line= MEL 

11a cells with their higher basal tyrosinase activity would be 

more sensitive to haloperidol at the threshhold concentration than 

AM7 cells which possess far less basal tyrosinase activity. 

Haloperidol may have exerted other effects besides blockade of a 

DA receptor in melanocytes that resulted in decreased cloning 

efficiency, but only further investigation will elucidate what 

those effects might be.

The inhibitory effect of theophylline incubation is 

probably related to its effect on cAMP levels in melanoma cells.

A transitory increase in cAMP signals increased melanogenesis 

through increased tyrosinase activity (14). Theophylline, 

therefore, probably acted to increase tyrosinase activity and 

overload the protective system against quinone production. It was 

observed that theophylline caused colonies which were normally 

light colored to darken after just 24 hours of exposure, providing 

indirect evidence that melanogenesis was stimulated. Direct 

confirmation of the inhibitory role of theophylline awaits 

accurate measurement of cAMP in melanocytes and subsequent
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measurement of increased quinone concentrations in response to 
increased tyrosinase activity*

The effects of varying concentrations of cAMP on 

melanocytes provides another link between DA regulated responses 
in dopaminergic neurons and melanocytes* In fact, cAMP level 

alteration may provide an explanation of the enhancement of colony 

growth of melanoma cell lines in response to CPZ* Because the 

effect of certain concentrations of GPZ was so striking, it is 

first necessary to analyze what proliferative events can result in 

such large increases in colony number*

Slight cytotoxicity can injure or reduce the cloning 

efficiency of a subpopulation of cells which can give the 

surviving or uneffected cells a growth advantage due to improved 

nutritional factors* This effect could cause only slight 

enhancement, and in a system where the number of cells plated is 

on the linear portion of the number of colonies per cell number 

curve, it is a minor factor and would not appear consistantly* If 

the cytotoxicity was affected by the relative differentiation of 

the cell subpopulations, then less differentiated cells could 

survive and proliferate into larger colonies, but established cell 

lines may exhibit slight, but not major, differences in 

differentiation and proliferative capacity from cell to cell* One 

possible mechanism of enhanced cellular proliferation is



shortening the cell cycle and alteration of the tumor cell growth

kineticso If a treatment stimulated growth and cell division, the

faster cycling cells would produce larger colonies, and there

would be more large colonies than seen in the controlsoContinuous

stimulation to speed up cell division would create a situation

where the enhancement of large colonies would be much greater than

the enhancement of small colonieso If the stimulation occurred

once at the beginning of colony growth, the enhancement of large

and small colonies would be approximately the same® It is

possible that the stimulatory effects of CPZ were the result of

continuous stimulation resulting in decreased cell cycle time® It

is significant in this regard that Pawelek has observed a biphasic

response to cAMP in mouse melanocytes in vitro (47) ®
-4Concentration of 4 x 10 M cAMP totally inhibited the growth of

-4  -Cloudman S-91 cells, while 2 x 10 M tripled the cell cycling 
time® At 1®0 x 10 Si there was no change in cell cycling time

-5compared to the control cells (55 hours), but 1»0 x 10 M cAMP 

decreased the cycling time 25%, and 5®0 x 10 decreased the 

cycling time by 16 hours or 30%® It may be possible that just as

increasing cAMP levels in melanocytes increases tyrosinase
.

activity arid reduces cell growth, inhibiting basal cAMP levels may 

signal a shortening of the cell cycle® The pharmacology of CPZ 

indicates that this may be possible®
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CPZ is known to increase DA turnover including synthesis

and metabolism, and these pharmacological actions are thought to

be responsible for its neuroleptic effects as well as its

Parkinson-like side effects (70)« CPZ is known to act as a DA

antagonist in this regard, and as such it might be expected to

inhibit cloning efficiency similarly to haloperidol.

Concentrations of 2 0 o 0  yg/ml do inhibit cloning efficiency of

mouse melanoma cells, and this is in agreement with in vivo

studies which demonstrate increased tyrosinase activity and

inhibition of B-16 melanoma tumor growth (66)« It has been

suggested that membrane labilizing properties of these high 
' _4(10 M) concentrations of CPZ are responsible for the tyrosinase 

stimulation effect<> The demonstration in this study that CPZ at 

Ool and loO yg/ml (about 10  ̂and 10 ^M) was not inhibitory or 

toxic indicates that at lower concentrations toxicity from quinone 

overproduction resulting from tyrosinase activation does not 

apply, and other pharmacological actions of CPZ need be examined» 

One initial step towards elucidating the mechanism of 

CPZ-induced colony enhancement may come from binding studies.. 

Pigmented tissues have long been known to actively accumulate 

phenothiazines (4) <> Neuromelanin-containing tissues were studied 

for CPZ binding, and it was found that CPZ exhibited specific 

binding to neuromelanin, synthetic dopamine-based melanin, and was 

competetive for melanin binding with other dopaminergic agents,
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such as clozapine* haloperidol* and fluphenazine (53). It was 

suggested that these agents were bound to neuromelanin, were 

released slowly near receptor sites, were bound to the receptor 

and produced a sustained, long-term activity. It is likely that 

the effect of CPZ on melanocytes was also produced in a sustained 

and long-term manner by this mechanism. This would account for 

the dramatic enhancement of the large colonies with lesser 

enhancement observed for small colonies.

Since melanocytes are known to respond in a biphasic 

manner to cAMP, the effects of CPZ on cAMP, particularly 

DA-sensitive adenylate cyclase was examined. DA sensitive 

adenylate cyclase has been used for some time as an in vitro assay 

for defining the structural requirements for agonists and 

antagonists of the DA receptor, and even as a screening tool for 

the pharmaceutical industry (41). A large body of information 

therefore exists concerning the changes in cellular adenylate 

cyclase in response to DA. This particular enzyme has not yet 

been demonstrated to exist in melanocytes. Areas receiving 

dopaminergic input, the caudate, retina, olfactory tubule, nucleus 

acumbens, median eminence, central amygdaliod nucleus, cortex, and 

the substantia nigra all possess DA-sensitive adenylate cyclase 

(5,28,29,38,41,49,57), and if melanocytes do respond to DA through 

a receptor-type mechanism, then it is likely that they possess it 

also.
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If the DA-sensitive adenylate cyclase system applies to 

the melanocyte, then the action of CPZ on the enzyme in both the 

melanocyte and brain cell would probably be similar» CPZ 

inhibited the response of the adenylate cyclase in response to DA 

stimulation ( 2 9 , 3 9 , 4 0 , 4 9 )  in rat caudate nucleus, and substantia 

nigra homogenateo A 5 0 %  inhibition . ( I C ^ q .) of the control levels 

of adenylate cyclase in response to CPZ varied according to the 

concentration of DA used to elicit stimulation, but in most cases 

it was in the 1 range (0 *35 pg/ml) ( 2 9 , 3 9 )» CPZ was found to 

inhibit the basal levels of cAMP below the unstimulated levels and 

inhibited the response below control levels even when DA 

stimulation was applied ( 5 , 2 9 , 3 9 , 4 9 ) » The concentration of CPZ 

necessary to decrease DA stimulated adenylate cyclase activity 

below the control level was 1 x 1 0  Si, or about 3 5 * 5  pg/ml while 

CPZ in concentrations as low as 0 o 0 3  ^g/ml were sufficient to 

decrease non-stimulated adenylate cyclase activity (29)»

Haloperidol also inhibited DA-sensitive adenylate cyclase, but it 

was much less potent and did not lower basal cAMP levels at any 

concentrationo

If cAMP has a role in regulating melanoma cell growth, as 

has been suggested by Pawelek, and if it is sensitive to the 

inhibitory effects of CPZ in a manner similar to dopaminergic 

neurons, then it is possible that the effect of the lower



concentrations of CPZ was to slightly decrease the cAMP levels in 
melanocyteso The sub-basal cAMP levels could have acted as a 

trigger to reduce cell cycle time and conferred a growth advantage 

on the CPZ-treated cells in the clonogenic cell assay»

In conclusion, this study has demonstrated that 

dopaminergic agonists and antagonists have an effect on the 

clonogenicity of mouse melanoma cell lineso Although no firm 

conclusions can be drawn as to the mechanisms involved in the 

modulation of clonogenicity, certain hypotheses have been put 

forward which indicate which direction future investigations 

should take for the complete analysis of the problems presented*

It appeared that long-term exposure of mouse melanoma cells to 

dopamine inhibited their colony-forming ability through toxicity 

produced by dopamine quinone* The possibility that a dopaminergic 

receptor system similar to the presynaptic tyrosine 

hydroxylase-modulating system in the substantia nigra of the brain 

is operating in melanocytes cannot be ruled out* Furthermore, it 

seems possible that CPZ enhanced cloning efficiency through a 

cAMP-mediated mechanism, although direct affirmation of this 

hypothesis awaits the demonstration of a DA-sensitive adenylate 

cyclase in melanocytes* Finally, this study demonstrates that the 

measurement of changes in clonogenicity in response to 

pharmacological agents is a powerful tool that may eventually lead 

to the elucidation of many mysteries of melanoma biology*
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